
AMERICAN MUSICAL HISTORY

In the 19th century, African-Americans were freed from Their music was a mixture of Scottish and African origin, like.

So not only are musicals not descended from opera, but opera is actually descended from the earliest musical
theatre! The result was a diverse array of folk styles which have been collectively referred to as Appalachian
folk music. Gospel first broke into international audiences in , with the release of Jackson's "Move on Up a
Little Higher", which was so popular it couldn't be shipped to record stores fast enough. The spectacular
production, famous for its skimpy costumes, ran for a record-breaking performances. Main article: Hip hop
music Hip hop was a cultural movement that began in Bronx in the early s, consisting of four elements. Within
such a rigid formula, however, some creative figures were able to bring some distinction and personality of
style: composers like Friml, Romberg, Herbert and Jerome Kern; lyricists and librettists like P. The s saw
further innovation in the Mexican-Texan community, as electric guitars, drums and elements of rock and jazz
were added to conjunto. Minstrels The most popular type of musical stage show in the early and mids. The
first successful American-written operetta--Willard Spencer's The Little Tycoon in would not have been
written if The Mikado had not been so successful in America before then; the same holds true for Wang, in 
On the contrary--through the years musical comedy, dedicated to escapism and entertainment, grew
increasingly sophisticated, subtle, and imaginative even while pursuing long-established patterns of behavior.
The accent on female pulchritude usually in flimsy attire , so important an element in later American musical
productions, dates from one of these foreign importations: Ixion, in , in which Lydia Thompson and her
English blondes shocked New York by having girls appear in skin-coloured tights. Same goes for ragtime ,
which is briefly mentioned today. People like Haley and Presley were white, but sang in a black style.
Contributing to this style were many singers, who developed sacred singing styles with unusual harmonies that
amateurs could sing. After the turn of the 20th century, Seymour Hicks joined forces with Edwardes and
American producer Charles Frohman to create another decade of popular shows. Share Tony Pastor May 28,
â€” August 26, American impresario, variety performer and theatre owner who became one of the founding
forces behind American Vaudeville in the mid-to late-nineteenth century. Now, at last, came complete
integration of song, humor and production numbers into a single and inextricable artistic entity. At the turn of
the millennium, bubblegum pop groups like Backstreet Boys and Britney Spears were dominating the charts,
many of them with a Latin beat Shakira , Ricky Martin , and rappers like Jay-Z and Eminem were huge stars.
With swing spreading across the nation, other genres continued to evolve towards popular traditions. Groups
of actors would use outdoor Pageant wagons stages on wheels to tell each part of the story. Silent films had
presented only limited competition, but by the end of the s, films like The Jazz Singer could be presented with
synchronized sound. Doo wop diversified considerably later in the decade, with groups like The Crows "Gee"
, creating a style of uptempo doo wop and the ballad style via The Penguins "Earth Angel" , while singers like
Frankie Lymon became sensations; Lymon became the first black teen idol in the country's history after the
release of the Top 40 pop hit "Why Do Fools Fall in Love"  The sensational extravaganza, The Black Crook,
produced in New York on September 12, and the most successful theatrical production put on in America up
to that time--was, it is true, written by Americans. Meanwhile, hip hop was continuing its spread from the East
Coast to most major urban areas across the country, and abroad. They mingled there with poor whites of other
ethnic backgrounds, as well as many blacks. These Mulligan farces presented a caricature of life in New York
with such racial or national groups as the Irish, Germans and Negroes. Album-oriented soul also appeared
very late in the decade and into the next, with artists like Marvin Gaye , Al Green and Curtis Mayfield taking
soul beyond the realm of the single into cohesive album-length artistic statements with a complex social
conscience. These laws remained in effect until the s, even as late as , and it would take even longer for the
earliest American musicals to match the popularity of imported works. The examples they set in creating vital
plays, often rich with social thought, provided the necessary encouragement for other gifted writers to create
musical plays of their own, men like Lerner and Loewe, Frank Loesser and Leonard Bernstein among others.
The story is set during wartime and concerns three sailors who are on a hour shore leave in New York City,
during which each falls in love. A 's Straight Outta Compton broke through with highly controversial and
sometimes violent lyrics. The Cradle Will Rock , directed by Orson Welles , was a highly political pro- union
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piece that, despite the controversy surrounding it, ran for performances. These were large-scale intertribal
events featuring spiritual activity and musical performances, mostly group percussion based Means,  These
men had no hesitancy in abandoning long-accepted procedures of musical comedy when their texts demanded
this; and there was always a willingness on their part to endow their writing with a breadth and scope not often
encountered in the musical theatre of that day. Toward the end of the s, popular music had largely lost its
political and activist edge. Cohan , who worked to create an American style distinct from the Gilbert and
Sullivan works. Their success paved the way for the development of popular country, and left its mark on the
developing genre of rock and roll. YET all the while that the European influence on the American musical
theatre was pronounced and inescapable, tentative efforts were being made to achieve a musical entertainment
basically American in style, spirit and format. Main article: Development of musical theatre The antecedents
of musical theatre in Europe can be traced back to the theatre of ancient Greece , where music and dance were
included in stage comedies and tragedies during the 5th century BCE. With Native Americans and original
inhabitants of America, of course. The Revue can be traced back to variety shows, music halls, vaudeville, and
minstrel shows. Puerto Rican plena and bomba and Cuban chachacha , son montuno and mambo were the
biggest influences, alongside Jamaican , Mexican, Dominican , Trinidadian , Argentinian , Colombian and
Brazilian sources.


